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A new and simplified version of the circuitry for the transient hot-wire method is presented. The
circuitry provides a wide range of currents allowing probe wires of various diameters to be used in
order to match the thermal properties of the specimen to be investigated. The analysis of the
temperature increase during the heat pulse is based on the exact solution for a heated wire
immersed in a medium. Data are corrected for varying power. The method was tested by
computer simulations and by measurements of the thermal conductivity (It) and the heat
capacity per unit volume (pcp) of glycerol at room temperature and atmospheric pressure, and
for esCI and NaCl at room temperature and at pressures up to 2 GPa. The results on glycerol and
CsCl are in excellent agreement with previous works. The inaccuracy in A and pCp is estimated as
1%-2% and 3%-5%, respectively, but the standard deviation of the measurements is as low as
0.2% for It and 1% for pCp' The improved procedure makes it possible to detect systematic errors
caused by reflection ofthe heat pulse from the walls of the high-pressure cell. This error, which
reveals itselfby a curvature of the residual, defined as the difference between fitted function and
data, was demonstrated in the case ofNaCl. A theoretical estimate of the influence of
perturbations due to reflection was also carried out and it was found that the error mainly affects
the value ofpCp'

INTRODUCTION
The transient hot-wire method 1 has frequently been used for
determining thermal conductivities of gases and liquids under elevated pressure. In our laboratory it has been used 2-4
for measurements on solids as well as liquids up to 2.5 GPa.
In the previous version of the procedure,3,5 a Ni wire with
potential taps was heated electrically at constant power for
about 1 s. The temperature increase was recorded versus
time on the basis of the wire resistance, which was measured
by means of a specially designed electronic bridge. 2 For fitting we used an approximation valid at small times and another approximation valid at large times,3 both checked
against the exact expression for the temperature rise. Temperature data pertaining to intermediate times, where
neither approximation is accurate, were rejected. In practice
only one temperature point, at 400--1000 f-ls, could be accepted in the region of small times. This first temperature point
was important, since it permitted us to determine the heat
capacity per unit volume (pcp) of the specimen surrounding
the wire probe, in addition to the thermal conductivity (It)
usually obtained. The first temperature point was, however,
also the most difficult one to measure because of the presence
of the switching transient at zero time. Another practical
problem with the previous system was the dynamical behavior of the feedback circuit, which involved an analog multiplier in order to provide constant power during the pulse. It
was not easy to obtain stable operation as well as short rise
time over a wide range ofload currents. The AID converter
previously used had an effective sampling time of only a few
118, which made it quite sensitive to interfering spikes, In
2269
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summary, we found it desirable to simplify the circuitry as
much as possible, making use of the best instruments commercially available at the present time. An additional goal
was to provide a considerably increased range of current, so
that the probe wire diameter may be changed to match the
thermal properties ortlle specimen being investigated. Finally, we wished to abandon the approximate fitting functions
and to base the analysis on the exact solution for a heated
wire in a medium, which would permit us to use all measured
temperature points.

I. FITTING PROCEDURE
The exact solution for the temperature rise AT of an
infinitely long, straight, infinitely conducting wire in an infinitely large specimen is 6
2
1
(
2)
111' = 2q~a
~xp . - 7U du ,
( 1)

J ('ro

17"A

0

U ~(u,a)

where % = constant heating power per unit length,
a = 2pcp/Pwcw, 7' = At Ipc p ?, t = time, p = density of
specimen, cp = specific heat capacity of specimen, r = radius of wire, A(u,a) = combination of Bessel functions,pw
~.." density of wire, c w = specific heat capacity of wire. The
time taken by our PDP-l1/84 to compute one temperature
value using Simpson's formula is about 2 s, which means that
direct calculation of the integral expression in a fitting procedure would be prohibitively time consuming. However, the
integral is a function of only two variables, and it may be
tabulated and interpolated in two dimensions. High-speed
polynomial interpolation 7 may be achieved if the increment
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in each variable is constant. In view of the fact that Ll T rises
most steeply at small r we actually use a table with constant
increments in the logarithms of a and T. A total of 9706 real
valucs proved to be sufficient if a third-order interpolation
polynomial was used. Interpo!ated values were extensively
tested against integrated values according to Eq. (1) and, as
expected, the largest deviation occurred at small a and 7. An
interpolation error of one part in 104 was considered acceptable. The interpolation subroutine finally adopted yields the
integral value as weil as the first and second derivatives of the
integral with respect to the interpolation variable.
As will be explained in detail in the next section, the new
strategy is to measure average wire temperatures over 20-ms
intervals, rather than instantaneous values. The implication
is that the fitting function must be equal to the average, from
t -- 10 ms to t + 10 ms, of Ll T(t) in Eg. (1). For the first 20ms interval, starting at about 1 ms, a Simpson sum of £q. (1)
must be used. For the following measuring intervals it suffices to correct the value Ll T(t) for the curvature of the function. We obtain the curvature from the second derivative
calculated in the subroutine just described,
Values of the parameters A and pCp are obtained by
least-squares analysis, using successive linearization of the
fitting function 7 . We have only modified this classical method by maximizing the step lengths in parameter space to
avoid sudden divergence. For the implementation of the
method one needs to calculate the partial derivatives of the
fitting function with respect to A and pCp. These we obtain
by a simple transformation of the fIrst derivatives with respect to a and T given by the interpolation subroutine.
II. CIRCUITRY AND MEASUREMENTS

The circuit for generating the heater current is shown in
Fig. 1. The hot-wire resistance R is in series with a manganin
resistance Rm' The latter is implemented by a twisted, bifilar
manganin wire, 1.6 mm in diameter. It is essential that the
resistance of the manganin wire be kept constant during the
heating pulse. Calculations showed that the temperature rise
of the manganin wire, assuming no heat loss, would be about
10 K if the current is 15 A. The resistance of manganin is
constant within one part in 105 from 25 to 40"c'" Thus the
condition of constant R P'1 is fulfilled, since in most cases the
current is below 10 A. Constant voltage over the load
R + R", is achieved during the pulse by two HEXFET power transistors in parallel using a fast operational amplifier
(OPA 1(2) and a transistor (Be 140) in the feed-back loop.
The constant curre~lt to the summing point of the OPA 102
is derived from a 6.3-V reference Zener diode and a set of
metal film resistors R i' The current regulator operates
whenever the logical input Pis low. In the high state, on the
other hand, P supplies sufficient current to the adding point
to block the currcnt through the load. The circuit is capable
of delivering up to 20 A with a rise time of 20 f-ts and an
output voltage stability of two parts in 105 over a typical heat
pulse.
All critical parts of the measurement system are controlled by a PDP-l1!84 computer via an IEEE-488 (HP m)
bus. The resistor Ri controlling the main current is selected
by relays, driven by a digital output card in a Hewlett-Pack2270
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ard 6942A Multiprogrammer. Another of the output bits is
used to trigger a specially designed clock, based on a quartz
oscillator. The clock delivers the pulse P of selectable length
and also a series of equally spaced trigger pulses. These latter
pulses are connected to the external trigger inputs of two 6~
digit HP 3456A voltmeters. By means of a HP 3495A Multipiexer the voltmeters may be connected, under program
control, over the resistances Rand R m' The voltmeters are
set to integrate over an interval of20 ms, which assures high
immunity to mains interference. For maximum speed, the
voltmeters are set to transfer readings to their internal
memories, which are interrogated by the computer after the
completion of the heat pulse. For maximum precision the
voltmeters are set in autozero mode, and the smallest trigger
interval used is 50 ms.
An inherent software delay between a trigger pulse and
the start of signal integration is a feature of the voltmeters
used. The trigger delay time has been measured 9 using a specially designed, accurately linear ramp voltage generator,
which starts in synchronism with pulse P (Fig. 1). On the IV range the delay was 1.13 ms with a scatter of about 0.02
ms. Time values for readings are defined in the following as
pertaining to the middle of the integration interval.
Since the nickel wire is used as a thermometer, as well as
a heater, data are required concerning the electrical resistivity as a function of temperature (T) and pressure (P). In
fact one only needs to know the variation of the resistance of
a sample of wire versus TandP. We have carried out calibration experiments from 78 to 450 K at atmospheric pressure
using a platinum thermometer. Resistances were measured
by an a.c. bridge (F26 from Automatic Systems Laboratories Ltd, U.K.), and the results were reduced to the form

R

= Rsf( T),

(2)

where R s is the resistance at a standard temperature, T,. We
assumed that the variation under hydrostatic pressure could
be represented by a factor 1 + EP, € being a constant:
R

= R,

(l

+ €P)f(T)·

(3)

The pressure coefficient E, was determined at room temperature to be - 1.66 X 10- 2 GPa - I .
The hot-wire experiments proceed as follows. Since the
density of nickel is known, the volume of a piece of the nickel
wire can be determined by weighing. From a measurement
of its length we calculate the average radius r()(). After attaching the two potential leads by spot welding we measure the
distance Loo between the two junctions by means of a workshop microscope.
After mounting the wire probe in the pressure vessel we
begin by taking data at atmospheric pressure and room temperature Too. The thermocouple voltage is normally measured twice, at an interval of 20 s, in order to ascertain the
temperature drift as well. Neglecting heating during a pulsed
resistance measurement the initial wire resistance Ro may be
obtained from the voltage drops ( U R' Um in Fig. I) and the
previously measured value (Rm) of the manganin resistance. The first measurement during a pulse then yields the
value ROD corresponding to the temperature Too and atmospheric pressure. As the pressure is increased and the temHot wire procedure
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FIG. L Circuit for generating the heater current.
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perature varied, Land r change, partly due to plastic deformation of the specimen.
In order to analyze the dynamic temperature data we
need to know the static quantities Lo and ri pertaining to
each heating event. These geometrical parameters enter into
the expressions for the power per unit length (q) and r in Eq.

where a l . is the linear expansivity and K the isothermal volume compressibility of the wire material. Equating the two
expressions (4) and (5) for R, then substituting Land?
from Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain for the resistivity under
hydrostatic conditions
Pc = Pes (1

(1) .

We find the quantities Lo and i6 at To, Po in the following manner. Equation (3) may be written, using p" for the
electrical resistivity,
Ro = R, (1

+ cPo)f( To) = PesL, (1 + £Po)/C1;»)I1T?; .

+ EP)f(t) [1 +aL (T-l:)](1-KP)'/3.
(8)

If this expression for Pe is used in Eq. (5), the latter yields
the resistance of the wire probe at T, P under hydrostatic
conditions. In particular we have
Roo = Pd)()L()()/m.2oo

(4)

(9)

We also have the relations
(5)

R =PeL/1T?,

+ a T - T,)] (l - KP) 1/3,
R ; (l + 2a (T - T,) ] (1 - KP)2I3,

L = Ls [l

? =

(6)

L (

(7)

L

We now assume that the resistivity and the volume (Lrr?)
remains constant under any plastic deformation that might
occur under non-hydrostatic pressure. We then obtain, for
the wire resistance under pressure Po and temperature To

+ EPo)/CTo) [l + a L (To - T,)J (l -. KPo) 1/3Loo(1 + a L (To 'TTrOO [l + 2a L (To - Too)) (1 - KPo)213(l - 0) --I,

Ro = PesO

Too)] (l - KPO ) 1/3(1

+ 0)1
(10)

where fj is the longitudinal strain of the wire probe. Forming the ratio of the resistances we have

+ elL (To - Ts)] [l + a L (7;) - 7;)()] (l + .sPo)( 1 + 8)2f( To)1
[1 + 2a L (To - Too)] [l + a I . (l~)o - T, )lfe Too),

RljRoo = [1

(11)

from which we compute the length between potential taps
Lo

/C Too) [l + a I • (Too - Ts) ) (1 - KPO )2/l [1 + 3ad 1;) - Too)] Ro) 1/2
= Loa ( ----=-----------''--------~---------''f(To)(1

+ EPo) [1 +a

L

(12)

(1;)- Ts)]Ro{)

and the radius squared

ri = roo(fC Tc»)( 1 + cPo) [l + a L ~ Tc) f( Tc)o)
227'1

Ts)

J(1

- KPO )4/3P

+ 3a L (To -

Tou)) Roo)ll2.

[1 + a L (Too - T,) ]Ro
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This shows that ideal measurements of R, in which the
temperature of the wire remains equal to that of the thermocouple, provide knowledge of ro and Lo at various pressures
and temperatures. In real measurements R will change by
1%-3% because of heating, but we shall see that it is possible
to calculate the initial resistance, which is equivalent to the
ideal value.
In an actual measurement the voltage drops URand Um
are sampled repeatedly at times
t; = 11.13XlO-

3

+ (i--l)lit,

(14)

where i = 1, 2, ... , nand t; is the time in seconds at the center
of the integration interval. Typical values of the parameters
are n = 29 and At = 50 ms. The power developed between
potential leads, averaged over ± 10 ms, is obtained as Pi
= URiUm ; 1Rmo This value is not accurately constant but
may change by as much as 1%, depending on the ratio
R IR",. As a result qj oc.:o P, 1Lo varies with time. We thus
correct the measured temperature increments to values corresponding to the initial value of q.
The measured resistance values R; = URiRm /U mi are
to be converted to wire temperatures. Eq. (3) gives

RJR o =/(T; )//(1~)

(15)

and inverting the functionf( 1') we obtain
Ti

=/-

I[RJ(~J)!Rol,

(16)

If Ro were accurately known, this equation would now
permit us to compute wire temperature increments, and the
function 6.T( t) obtained from Eq. (1) could immediately be
fitted to these data. Fortunately, T; ~ To depends only
weakly on R o , which can easily be calculated by iteration. In
the nonlinear fitting procedure, estimated values are assigned to the parameters /l and pCp in the first loop of the
iteration. With these initial values Eg. (1) may be used to
calculate an expected value of 6.1' at t l , yielding TI = 1;)
+ ~ T( t 1 ). With R I known from measurements, Eq. (11)
then gives an approximate value of R o , and Eg. (16) generates values of 1',. The values of /l and pCp obtained by the
fitting routine then give a better value of Ro. Subsequently,
T; values are calculated again, and the procedure is repeated
until the change :is less than 0.1 % in A and 0.5% in pCp.
Usually this condition is fulfilled after two or three loops.
We know by experience that the changes in /l and pCp on
further iteration would be smaller by a factor of about 10.
After the above data reduction, values of the temperature rise are available. However, these values correspond to
the actual rate of heating q (t), which is not constant as required by Eq. (1). We may write q(t) = qo + k(t), where
the increment k(f) vanishes at t = o. Let us also simplify the
notation in Eq. (1) by writing ~ Tqo = qo FC t), the function
F also depending on /l, pCp, Pwcu, and ro. The contributions
to the temperature rise caused by qo and k(f) may now be
superimposed. A short pulse of power k (t f) and length 6.t ' at
time t' induces a temperature rise of

6.Tk = -

fk Ct f)(aF(~~

tf))dt '.

(18)

Partial integration of Eq. (18) yields
6.Tk

=

r(dkCt,f))F(t_ t')dt'
dt

Jo

= r(dQ(t'?)6.TqtJU-t')dt'.

Jo

(19)

qodt

The final result is
~TqO =

ATq

-

~Tk

",.oAT __ Jr.'(dQ (tf))6.T (t-t')dt'
q
()
qodt
q
f

.

0

(20)
The last equality is only approximate, since 6.TqO was replaced by D.Tq • The integral value is, however, relatively
small and the resulting accuracy sufficient. The measured
temperature values may thus be reduced to constant q() by
numerical computation ofEq. (20).

m. TEST OF THE METHOD
A. Computer simulation
The fitting procedure, including the routine for correction to constant power, was tested by computer simulations.
We thus calculated simulated values for the quantities measured in a real experiment, URi and U mi' After addition of
Gaussian noise, these values were used as input to the fitting
routine.
The calculations of URi and U mi were made in two steps.
For a given set of /l, pCp. To, rt" and qU), the temperature
rise of the hot wire at times t; was calculated according to Eq.
(1). Then typical experimental values of R a , Rill' and Lo
were introduced and the voltages URI and Um ; calculated
using resistivity data. Simulations were made for different
combinations of /l, pCp, and 1" and in aU cases the starting
values were retrieved. The correction procedure for varying
power proved to work satisfactorily for both increasing and
decreasing q (t) up to 5 % change.

B. Experimental

If k(t) now is represented by a staircase fUllction, the temperature response will be a sum of terms according to Eq.
(17), In the limit of vanishing M we have

We chose to test the method by measurements on glycerol, CsC1, and NaCl, since the thermophysical properties
are well known for these substances. For glycerol and NaCl,
experiments were carried out using Ni wires of two different
diameters, 0.1 and 0.3 mm, but in the experiment on CsCl
only a O.3·mm wire was used.
The measurements on glycerol were performed at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure. We used a Teflon
cell with an inner diameter of 39 mm and a height of 18 mm,
shown in Fig. 2. The Ni wire was mounted horizontally as a
semi-circular loop. Usually the wire is mounted vertically in
hot-wire expeIiments on liquids, in order to minimize the
influence of convection. In highly viscous liquids such as
glycerol, however, convection creates no problem and a
horizontally mounted wire can be used. The purity of the
glycerol was of grade pro analysi.
The NaCl and CsC! used were powders of> 99.5% pu-

2272
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FIG. 2. Top view of the high-pressure cd!.

rity, obtained from Riedel-de Hacn AG and Merck, respectively. They were dried for 24 h at 120°C in an oven and then
compacted in a steel die under a pressure of 0.1 GPa to form
poiycrystalline plates, 39 mm in diameter and 8 mm thick.
The Ni hot-wire was mounted as a semi-circular loop
between two plates of the specimen in a Teflon-lined pressure cell. The whole assembly was loaded into a piston-cylinder apparatus of 4S-mm internal diameter, and pressure was
generated by a hydraulic press. Details of the general experimental arrangements have been given elsewhere. 10,1 I

expres.<;ion shows that the end effect increases with the ratio
rl L, where L is the wire length and r the radius. The end
effect also increases with the ratio AwlA, )'w being the thermal conductivity of the wire material. In most hot-wire experiments the value of rlL i.s within the range of 5 X 10 -5_
2 X 10- 4 , 17,J8 yielding errors ofthe order ofa fraction of 1%.
In our case rlL is 1.25 X 10 3 for the G.I-mm wire and
3.7 X 10 - 3 for the O.3-mm wire. According to the worst-case
analysis, the relative end effect in measurements on glycerol
would then be 5% and 10%, respectively. The end effect can
be reduced by a certain percentage depending on the finite
heat capacity of the supports.
Our way of reducing the end effect is to attach potential
leads sufficiently far away from the ends of the wire, so that
the temperature reduction of the part of the wire between the
potential leads can be neglected. However, the heat capacity
of the potential leads themselves might cause a. temperature
reduction. This explains the difference between the results
obtained with the O.3-mm wire, using 0.1 and 03-mm potentialleads. Thus we conclude that our high values of rlL are
acceptable under these eonditions, but it is important to
minimize cooling by the potential leads by making them as
thin as possible.

C, Results on glycerol
Results on A and pCp for glycerol at room temperature
and atmospheric pressure arc shown in Table 1. Each value is
an average of 100 measurements. Using O.l-mm wire, the
standard deviation of the measurements was 0.18% for A
and 0.9% for pCp' For comparison we have included results
of some other workers, and the agreement is 1% for both A
and pCp' It was also possible to obtain accurate results using
the O.3-mm wire, ifO.I-mm potential leads were used. However, with 0.3-mm potential leads A increased and pc" decreased by about 3%.
One of the classical sources of error associated with hotwire experiments is the finite length of the wire. This end
effect has been studied by several workers 1S- 21 and is defined
as the difference between the temperature rise of an infinitely
long wire given by Eq. (1) and the average temperature rise
of a wire of finite length, which will be cooled down by axial
heat losses at its ends. Knibbe!7 gives a worst-case analysis
for a wire soldered to supports having infinite heat capacity.
The temperature rise at the ends of the wire is then zero. His

D, Results on CsC!
Results on A(P} for CsCl at room temperature are
shown in Fig. 3. The line is a least-squares fit to the points.
The zero-pressure intercept )'0' the slope (JA I JF) n and the
pressure coefficient of A, A - I (dA I dF) r for esCl from this
and previous works are given in Table II. Gerlich and Andersson 21 used the previous version of the hot-wire method
in measurements on esCl, and their results on A agree with
the present ones within 1%. Values of cp (P) were caiculated
using density and compressibility data. 24 The zero pressure
value of cp for CsCl from the present work is 308
J kg - I K - I, and the agreement with the calorimetric literature value 25 is within 1%.

Q

[

E

"30

TABLE 1. Thermal conductivity and heat capacity per unit volume of glycerol at 297 K and atmospheric pressure. Results and comparison with previous work.
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This work
O.l-mm wire
O.3-mm wire ,md
O. I-mm potential Jeads
O.3-mm wire and
O.3-mm potential leads
Touloukian et al. 12
Tou\oukian and Makita U
Vargaftik 14
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0.2843
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...l
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FIG. 3. Thermal conductivity as a function of pressure for esCl at 296 K.
The straight line is a least-squares fit to the data points.
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TABLE It Isothermal prcssure dependcnce of the thermal conductivity A, of C,Cl and NaCI fitted to equations of the form A

~c

A

+ BP, the unit of P

being GPa.

B

A
(Wm

Material
CsCl"
CSC!b

NaCl," O.l-mm wire
NaCl," 0.3-mm wire

'K

O.97X
0.970
5.80

5.89

NaC]C

6.02

NuCl"

6.15
5.79

NuCl'

I)

(Wm"K I

GPa~l)

0.40
0.40
1.74
1.81
1.84

2.01

B/A
(Gl'a I)
0.408
0.412
0.300
0.307
0.306
0.327

T
(K)

296

296
298
298
298
298
298

"This work.
"Ref. 23.
cRef. 26.
d Ref 27.
<Ref. 28.

E. Results on NaCI
In the experiments presented in this article, a theoretical
expression for the temperature rise is fitted to data. Normally, the values of the residual, defined as the difference ~e
tween fitted function and data, arc randomly scattered wIth
an average of zero. However, in the experiments on NaCl a
systematic deviation was detected. By computer simulation
it was found that deviations of the kind observed in the experiments can be caused if a temperature pertu~bation ~xists
that increases with time. A possible source ot error IS the
finite dimensions of the specimen. One of the boundary conditions for Eq. ( 1 ) is that the specimen be infinitely large. In
our apparatus the shortest distance between wire m~d eC.ll
walls is 5 mm. If the thermal diffusivity of the medlUm IS
high enough, the reflected pulse from the cell walls might
cause a measurable perturbation in the measurements.
An estimate of the reflection was made in the following
way: The shape of the specimen was approximated by a circuiar cylinder, ,vith the wire at the axis and the Teflon wall at
the surface. Since the thermal conductivity of Tefton is very
low comnared with that of NaCl, we assumed the heat flux
across the cell boundary to be zero. The temperature rise in
an infinite medium due to heating ofthe wire was calculated
using an expression given by Carslaw and Jaeger" (p. 261).
The heat flux at a radius corresponding to the distance
between wire and cell waH was obtained by numerical derivation. In order to establish zero flux across the cell boundary, a flux the same magnitude but directed toward the axis
was superimposed. The temperature perturbation in the c~n
tel' of the cylinder due to this flux was then calculated usmg
an expression in Carslaw and Jacgerh (p. 203). A calculation
was made for a cylinder 5 mm in diameter and using values
for A and pCI' valid for N aCI. Fora wire diameter of O. 3 mm
the fitting procedure yielded a value of A 3% too low and a
value of pCI' 16% too high. The corresponding values for a
D.l-mm wire were 3.3 and 60%.
The reason the error in pCI' increases when the O.l-mm
wire is used can be found considering the properties of Eq.
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(I). It was found that at the time at which the first point is
measured, the temperature of the O.3-mm wire reaches 20%
of its final value. The corresponding value for the O.l-mm
wire is 41 %. This shows that the values obtained using 0.3mm wire gi ve a better description of the behavior of the f~nc
tion at the beginning of the heating pulse than those obtamed
using O.l-mm wire. Since the initial resistance of the Ni wire
is determined by fitting, this information is very important.
The thinner wire should thus be more sensitive to temperature perturbations.
The zero-pressure intercept ..1 0 , the slope (JA!JPh,
and the pressure coefficient of A, A - ! caA!JPh for NaCl
from this and selected previous works are given in Table II.
The difference between the results from this article and those
of Hakansson and Andersson,26 obtained using the previous
hot-wire method, is 4% for the O.l-mm wire and 2 % for the
O. 3-mm wire. The table includes results on N aCI obtained by
Pierrus and Sigal as, 27 who used a plane source technique.
The difference in A between our result using the O.3-mm wire
and theirs is 4% at zero pressure. Brydsten et al. 2R used a
dynamic hot-strip method, and their result for A at atmospheric pressure is 1.7% lower than .our resuit for the .0.3mm wire. A more complete companson between prevIOUS
results for ),(P) of NaCl is shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 26. The
low-pressure value of cp using the O.3-mm wire is 978
J kg-I K -I, which is 14% higher than the literature value,29
859 J kg' 1 K ~ I. The value of cp obtained using the O.l-mm
wire is as much as 40% larger than the literature value.
These deviations from the literature values confirm the theoretical estimate of the reflection. We thus conclude that the
systematic errors in the measurements on NaCl were cause~
by the finite size of the specimen. It would no doubt be POSSIble to obtain accurate values on A and pcp also for NaCl, if
the dimensions of the specimen were large enough.
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